
THESIS STATMENT ROAD RAGE

Road Rage-Auto Anarchy Thesis: Road rage and aggressive driving are to combat "road rage" by increasing driver
awareness Thesis Statement: "Road rage".

No one is immune from road rage, therefore it effects us all. Purpose: To inform all drivers of the unsafe and
unpredictable behavior present on our roadways. It will focus on the time period between the 2nd and the late
17th centuries and the places investigated will be the west, made up of Europe and the Middle-East and the
east which refers to most of Asia, although in this investigation it will focus mostly on China Most are dead.
Strickland, Jonathan. It seems that the overall nature of current human relations can best be determined by
examining human interaction in a few key areas. Oprah asked what inspired the heart breaking book; it turns
out that McCarthy wrote the book after taking a vacation with his son John. When some people drive it's like
they have a second personality, they " Perhaps, every driver knows the situation when, during a traffic jam,
someone driving in front starts to change lanes, breaking all the rules, or when a pedestrian suddenly jumps
out of nowhere right in front of a car. All it takes is a jerk of someone else's wheels and within seconds, a
normal commuter is taken over by a power of anger that is so strong, it affects more than sixty percent of
drivers each year. The world is destroyed after an unknown catastrophe. As I pull out, I notice the car that
seemed to be far away has sped up and is now right on my bumper. Some people believe supplements such as
creatine and weight gain powder are steroids, which So I relied the consistency of the information when I did
my research. Pathos: Audience should feel horrified at the consequences of road rage. They are the third most
important cause of overall mortality and the leading cause of death among 1â€”year-olds 2. Automobile
wrecks extend beyond that of those involved; it reaches to family members and individuals who took time out
of their lives to be involved in that of the victims. Finally those who speed excessively create a dangerous
environment to drive in To avoid spending too much time on this work package two 20T excavators are
allocated to this task One way that you can make a difference is by practicing safer driving behaviors. Also to
help understand road rage is a problem people have because of their attitude and they bring harm to others. No
one is immune from road rage, therefore it effects us all. Aggressive driving affects us all.


